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Action at a Distance.--An iml)ortant contribution to photo- 
dynamics and general radio-dynamics has been made by George 
Helm, of Dresden. He investigates the movements of molecules in 
the ~ether, the exchange of energy between molecules and the external 
~ether. gravitation, magnetics, electrical and dieleetie era-rents and con- 
duction, and the di-eleetriv condition. His results corroborate many 
of the ibrnmlas of Fara, lay, Maxwell and Chase.--Wied. Am~. C. 

Height  of the Atmosphere. --Dr. A. Kerber  has estimated the 
height of the atmosphere fi-om the phenomena of refraction. By two 
diflhrent methods he (,btains heights of 189 and 192"6 ldlometres 
(117"4 "rod 119"7 miles).~ - lVicd. A , , , d .  

[Some of the observati,)ns upon meteors and auroras have led to the 
cone, lusion that the atmosphere reaches a height of more than 500 
iniles, l~aplaee's limit of synchronous rotation would alh)w a possible 
height of more ttmn 26,000 miles. The theory of Fresnel and Grove, 
that the lu,uiniferous a, ther is only a very tenuous atmosphere, would 
make the portion whi(.h I,elongs to the earth of the same height as 
I mphu.e's limit. C.] 

Effects of Lightning upon Trees near Telegraph Wires.--  
Arago has examined tile causes of tile d'mgers to which persons may 
be exposed in tile neighborhood of telegl~t)h wires during a thunder 
storm. Montigny has lately investigated the danger to trees in simi- 
lar eireumstzanees. In the neighb()rhood of Dinant there are nearly 
500 pophrs  on the nomh side of the road, with a telegraphic wire 
passing very near them. Eighty-on(.' of these trees, or a sixth part of 
the whole nmnber, have I)een stru(~k by lightning upon the south side 
of the trunk ahuost always at the l)oint nearest the wire. The trees 
~)f the other row, which is at some distance from the wire, are vet T 
rarely struck by the electric fluid. The wounds made by the light- 
ning are of three kinds: 1. The bark is torn mid shivered upon the 
side towards the wire over a narrow portion of the t r tmk; 2. The 
tlmnder bolt traces upon the tree a furrow more or less broad which 
begins at the height of the wire and descends the trunk to the ground, 
most often in a straight line, but sometimes in a spiral; 3. The 
wounds have a peculiar owd form, and the edges of the bark are 
colored a clear brown.--Aead. Roy. de ]~el.qe. (!. 


